Electrically tunable transmission of gold binary-grating metasurfaces integrated with liquid crystals
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Abstract: Planar photonics using metasurfaces is of great interest because a metasurface can control the flow of light beyond that attainable with natural materials. The resonance wavelength of a binary-grating metasurface is adjustable by changing the width and thickness of the nanostructure. We propose a novel combination of nematic liquid crystals and a binary-grating metasurface with which the diffraction efficiency can be controlled by adjusting the applied voltage.
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1. Introduction

Plasmonic metasurfaces are optical devices composed of subwavelength ridges distributed with a period that controls the phase of light. For planar photonics devices, a metasurface can be used to direct the wavefront of the propagating light by using a discontinuous phase shift. In general, nanostructured film is an effective medium when the period of the structure is smaller than the wavelength of the light to be directed [1–3]. The plasmonic binary grating has received considerable attention recently because it was like two-dimensional metasurface, a subwavelength structure about 1/30 of a wavelength thick, can generate high-efficiency diffraction.

When the phase gradient $\nabla \phi$ in the surface of the material is considered, the generalized Snell’s law equations are [4],

$$n_i \sin \theta_i - n_r \sin \theta_t = \frac{\lambda \nabla \phi}{2\pi},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\sin \theta_i - \sin \theta_t = \frac{\lambda \nabla \phi}{2\pi n_i},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\theta_i$, $\theta_r$, and $\theta_t$ are the angles of incidence, refraction, and reflection, respectively. Electromagnetic (EM) waves of wavelength $\lambda$ propagate from the incident medium with refractive index $n_i$ to the substrate medium, with refractive index $n_r$. When $\nabla \phi = 0$ along the interface between the metal and the dielectric, Eqs. (1) and (2) are reduced to the traditional Snell’s law equations. According to Eq. (1), the direction of the refracted light can be controlled with changes in $\nabla \phi$.

The development of metasurfaces with reconfigurable or tunable optical responses would be important technology to achieve reconfigurable flat optics and optoelectronics [5–7].
have been researches in developing tuning methods of metamaterials depends on temperature [8], stress [9], nonlinear optics [10], and electrical signals [11]. In order to make compact flat optoelectronics devices, electrical tuning methods would be most promising. Several different materials have been applied to the reconfigurable metasurfaces, like graphene [11, 12], phase change materials [8, 13], transparent conducting oxide [10, 14], etc. However, those materials are expensive and not easy to fabricate. In this work, the liquid crystal (LC) is proposed to reconfigurable metasurface. The advantage of liquid crystal would be its low cost, and easy in fabrication.

There are several advantages of using a binary grating as a two-dimensional metasurface to control the flow of light. First, a binary grating could act as an aligning layer to align LC molecules, but nanobricks structures cannot [15–17]. Second, it is easier to fabricate a binary grating than a multilevel grating or graded-index gratings [18]. Third, the subwavelength thicknesses of metasurface can be applied to the thinner optical devices [19]. Although the thickness of a binary grating is small compared with the incident wavelength, it can still manipulate both the amplitude and the phase of light when it operates at the plasmonic resonance wavelength [20, 21]. A plasmonic binary grating consists of a monolayer of gold nanostrips that are capable of controlling the wavefront of light. Here, we present our design for a binary grating and its integration with a high-birefringence LC to control diffraction efficiency. Binary gratings metasurfaces have excellent potential for use as high-efficiency light-steering components [22, 23], switchable surface plasmon couplers [24, 25], and in high-resolution holography [26, 27].

2. Materials, grating design, and sample fabrication

Figure 1(a) compares four types of gratings with different gradient phase modulation. Although blazed, multilevel, and graded index gratings provide ideal phase profiles, they are difficult to fabricate, so we investigated the binary grating as a two-dimensional metasurface. Figure 1(b) shows a supercell of a binary-grating metasurface consisting of a Au nanostructure of varying widths and a 2880 nm period on a glass substrate. The dielectric function of Au was taken from the database of Johnson and Christy [28]. This binary grating was constructed by sequentially placing Au nanostrips, with a center-to-center distance of 240 nm, in a supercell. The grating widths were 50, 50, 70, 70, 90, 90, 110, 110, 130, 130, 150, and 150 nm. The +1 diffraction angle was 13.1°. Figure 1(c) shows the transmittance for orders 0, +1, and −1, revealing the resonance wavelength at ~650 nm. The finite element method (FEM) software package COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3b was used to design the binary gratings [29–31].

![Fig. 1. (a) Comparison of different gratings. (b) Schematic of a supercell of a binary grating comprising a Au grating of different widths and a 2880 nm period on a substrate of ITO glass surrounded by air. (c) The simulated transmission spectra for a 45 nm thick binary grating in TM polarization, where \( m = 0 \), \( m = +1 \), and \( m = -1 \) are the diffraction orders.](image-url)
The binary-grating metasurface samples were fabricated by E-beam lithography (EBL). First, the substrate was spin-coated with positive electron beam resist PMMA (A4 950K) at a spinning speed of 8000 rpm for 50 s. Followed by soft baking at 180 °C for 90 s. Second, the PMMA was patterned using EBL (ELIONIX ELS-7500EX) with the exposure dose of 270 μC/cm² and the beam voltage is 50 kV. The sample was then developed using MIBK:IPA (1:3) development for 30 s. Finally, electron beam deposition was used to deposit 5 nm and 45 nm Ti and Au thin films with the evaporation rate as 0.5 and 1 Å/s, respectively. The undefined PMMA and excess metal were stripped using acetone. Figure 2(a) is a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a well-defined Au binary-grating metasurface, with grating widths ranging from 50 to 150 nm and a period \( P \) of 2880 nm. Figure 2(b) is a three-dimensional (3D) topographical image of the grating obtained using atomic force microscopy (AFM), and Fig. 2(c) is a topographical chart of the cross section that shows the grating to be about 45 nm thick.

The LC material used in this study is a eutectic nematic mixture designated HTW [32]. It has a broad nematic temperature range from <−30 °C to 95 °C, and has high birefringence (\( \Delta n = 0.333 \) at a wavelength of 589.3 nm and a temperature of 20 °C) and reasonably large dielectric anisotropy (\( \Delta \varepsilon = +10.4 \) at 1 kHz and 25 °C). The wide nematic range warrants the stability of mesogenic properties, and the high birefringence and large dielectric anisotropy favor wider spectral tunability and lower operation voltage, respectively. The substrate with the nanostructured surface serves as the bottom substrate for the LC cell. The other substrate is a typical indium–tin-oxide (ITO)-coated glass slide spin-coated with a polyimide layer for LC’s planar alignment and successively treated with mechanical buffing along the \( x \)-direction to impose a unidirectional orientation of the LC molecules. The assembled empty cell has a thickness (i.e., cell gap) of ca. 10 μm, as determined by silica spacers. It was filled with the nematic LC HTW by capillary action at room temperature.

Figure 2(d) shows the schematic of binary grating metasurfaces combined with nematic LC as reconfigurable devices which could be tuned by electric signal. Making use of the characteristics of nematic LC which can achieve polarization change and be able to tune the diffraction efficiency in binary gratings metasurfaces.

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) show the ratio of diffraction orders \( m = +1 \) to \( m = -1 \) as a function of wavelength in TM and TE polarizations, respectively. In TM polarization, the diffraction ratio has a strong dependence on wavelength. In the 450–560 nm wavelength range, the ratio is equal to 1 because the Au plasmonic resonance wavelength does not fall in that range. The ratio increases in the 560–800 nm range and reaches maximum at ~650 nm. This result corresponds well with the transmittance spectra in TM polarization as shown in Fig. 1(c). On the other hand, in TE polarization, the diffraction ratio is ~0.5 and does not change significantly as the wavelength increases [Fig. 3(b)]. Figure 4(a) shows the schematic of the
diffraction measurement setup. Red and green solid-state lasers were used to measure the diffraction efficiency of the binary grating at wavelengths of 653 nm and also 533 nm. The simulation and experimental results, obtained using a laser power meter (Ophir Optronics Solutions), show good agreement with little deviation. The deviation between simulation and experimental results could be due to the imperfection in samples fabrication, roughness and sidewall angles of the gratings.

![Fig. 3. Diffraction ratio \((m = +1/m = -1)\) vs. wavelength in (a) TM and (b) TE polarization.](image1)

To tune the anomalous diffraction ratio, we used the high-birefringence nematic LC HTW to control the polarization of the incident light. The binary grating on the bottom substrate is perpendicular to the alignment of the LC on the top electrode. When the incident light is in TM polarization and the voltage is turned off, the LC causes the polarization state of the light to rotate 90°. In other words, TM polarization changes to TE polarization because of the twisted alignment of the LC bulk and the metasurface function is off. On the other hand, when the voltage is turned on, the metasurface function is on. Figure 4(b) shows the scheme of the binary grating combined with nematic LC.

The LC used in our study has high optical anisotropy. At 589 nm and 20 °C, the LC possesses birefringence \(\Delta n\) of 0.333 and refractive indices \(n_e\) and \(n_o\) of 1.851 and 1.518, respectively. The top and bottom electrodes permit AC voltage (at 1 kHz) to be applied across
Fig. 5. (a) Transmittance spectra with nematic liquid crystals as increase of voltage in TM polarization of incident light. (b) Transmission spectrum with nematic liquid crystals as increase of voltage in TE polarization of incident light. The little fringes in spectra are due to two substrate-LC boundaries caused light interference.

The cell thickness. Figure 5(a) shows the transmittance spectra of the LC cell at various voltages ($V$) in TM polarization of incident light. When $V = 0$ to $2 \, V_{\text{rms}}$, the voltages are too small to reorient the LC molecules perpendicular to the substrate. Therefore, the incident light on the binary grating can be considered as TE polarization in the voltage-on state. When $V > 3 \, V_{\text{rms}}$, the LC establishes a configuration where the nematic director is perpendicular to the substrate so that the resonance dip appears; it means that the incident light on the binary grating can be considered as TM polarization in the voltage-on state. Figure 5(b) shows the transmittance spectra of the cell in TE polarization of incident light. Similarly, the LC is reoriented vertically when $V > 6 \, V_{\text{rms}}$. Therefore, the effective light incident on the binary grating can be considered as TE polarization in the voltage-on state.

Figure 6(a) shows how changing the applied voltage affects the diffraction intensity in $m = +1$ and $-1$. By increasing the voltage, the diffraction intensity remains stable in $m = -1$ but increases in $m = +1$. The diffraction ratio also increases until the voltage reaches $6 \, V_{\text{rms}}$, as shown in Fig. 6(b), because when the voltage is applied, the LC molecules no longer “rotate” the polarization of the incident light. The images in Fig. 6(c) of the laser spots for $m = +1$ and $-1$ with nematic LC present were obtained by applying different voltages in TM polarization, which manifest that our device can control the flow of light.

Fig. 6. (a) Diffraction efficiency of the binary grating metasurface combined with nematic LC in TM polarization. Diffraction intensity in $m = +1$ and $m = -1$. (b) Diffraction ratio as a function of voltage. (c) Images of 653 nm laser spots for $m = +1$ and $m = -1$. 
4. Conclusions

Binary-grating metasurfaces can be used for engineering electromagnetic phases and controlling light propagation. We demonstrated that an electrically tunable metasurface can be realized by combining a binary grating with nematic LCs. Our findings are important for the development of advanced metasurfaces and their future applications in beam-steering, cloaking, and holography.
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